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1. The issue of “good faith” in contracts arises most often in two circumstances: firstly, 

where a contract includes an express obligation which contains the words “good 

faith”; and secondly, where it is alleged that a contract which contains no such words 

is alleged to include an implied obligation of “good faith”. In the first circumstance, 

the debate centres on whether an express obligation containing the words “good faith” 

is enforceable or too uncertain, in essence because its content is indefinable. In the 

second circumstance, the debate centres on whether it is appropriate to imply into all 

contracts or the particular contract an obligation to act in “good faith” and if so, what 

is the content of any such obligation. The debate as to whether such a term should be 

implied is informed by the putative content of any such term.   

 

2. The recent decision United Group Rail Services Limited v Rail Corporation New 

South Wales [2009] NSWCA 177 the NSW Court of Appeal unanimously upheld the 

enforceability of an express contractual obligation to “meet and undertake genuine 

and good faith negotiations with a view to resolving” particular disputes arising under 

the contract. That contract had a default mechanism which provided for resolution of 

such disputes by reference to an arbitrator in the event that the good faith negotiations 

failed to resolve the dispute. In those circumstances, the view was clearly open that 

even if any such clause was unenforceable, it was severable and the dispute resolution 

mechanism was certain and enforceable because of the default arbitrator clause. 

Indeed, Allsop P who delivered the principal judgment with which Ipp and Macfarlan 

JJA agreed, said that even if his Honour’s view as to the enforceability of the clause 

was wrong, nevertheless it was severable (at [98]). Despite that, his Honour expressed 

a clear view that the good faith negotiation clause was valid and enforceable.   

 

3. The decision is significant insofar as the upholding of the enforceability of such a 

clause has resolved in NSW a question of some debate. However, the decision has 

potential ramifications for the continuing debate as to the existence of implied 

obligations of good faith insofar as it recognised that the expression “good faith” has 

meaningful content, at least in some circumstances. 
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4. Formidable obstacles in the path of a conclusion that the expression “good faith 

negotiations” had meaningful content included Handley JA’s analysis in Coal Cliff 

Collieries Pty Ltd v Sijehama Pty Ltd (1991) 24 NSWLR 1 who said (at 41-42): 

“Negotiations are conducted at the discretion of the parties. They may withdraw or 

continue; accept, counter offer or reject; compromise or refuse, trade-off concessions 

on one matter for gains on another and be as unwilling, willing or anxious and as fast 

or as slow as they think fit. To my mind these considerations demonstrate that a 

promise to negotiate in good faith is illusory and therefore cannot be binding. … 

There are no identifiable criteria by which the content of the obligation to negotiate in 

good faith can be determined. This is left to the discretion of the parties. A court could 

determine whether some step in the negotiations had been taken in bad faith. However 

this does not define or even provide guidance as to the content of the obligation at any 

particular stage. I do not see how a court can say that good faith required a 

particular offer to be accepted or a particular counter offer to be made.”  

 

5. A similar obstacle was presented by the House of Lords’ decision in Walford v Miles 

[1992] 2 AC 128 in which their Lordships rejected as unenforceable an agreement to 

negotiate, in course of which the following was said (at 138): “The reason why an 

agreement to negotiate, like an agreement to agree, is unenforceable is simply 

because it lacks the necessary certainty. … This uncertainty is demonstrated in the 

instant case by the provision which it is said has to be implied in the agreement for 

the determination of the negotiations. How can a court be expected to decide whether, 

subjectively, a proper reason existed for the termination of negotiations? The answer 

suggested depends upon whether the negotiations have been determined 'in good 

faith'. However, the concept of a duty to carry on negotiations in good faith is 

inherently repugnant to the adversarial position of the parties when involved in 

negotiations. Each party to the negotiations is entitled to pursue his (or her) own 

interest, so long as he avoids making misrepresentations. To advance that interest he 

must be entitled, if he thinks it appropriate, to threaten to withdraw from further 

negotiations or to withdraw in fact in the hope that the opposite party may seek to 

reopen the negotiations by offering him improved terms.  …. how is a vendor ever to 

know that he is entitled to withdraw from further negotiations? How is the court to 

police such an 'agreement'? A duty to negotiate in good faith is as unworkable in 
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practice as it is inherently inconsistent with the position of a negotiating party. It is 

here that the uncertainty lies. In my judgment, while negotiations are in existence 

either party is entitled to withdraw from these negotiations, at any time and for any 

reason. There can be thus no obligation to continue to negotiate until there is a 

'proper reason' to withdraw. Accordingly, a bare agreement to negotiate has no legal 

content.”  

 

6. Allsop P’s judgment suggests three key reasons why his Honour, and hence the other 

members of the Court, were of the view that the clause was enforceable. First (at 

[57]), his Honour characterised the task of the Court as being to give effect to a 

business contracts where there is a meaning capable of being ascribed to it, citing 

authorities such as Upper Hunter County District Council v Australian Chilling and 

Freezing Co Limited  (1968) 118 CLR 429 at 436-437 and Meehan v Jones (1982) 

149 CLR 571 at 589.  His Honour further emphasised that the obligation at issue was 

an obligation to which each party had freely agreed (at [65] and [81]). However, while 

the general principle of giving effect to parties’ contracts is clearly important, it is not 

decisive. Indeed, there is an equally important consideration namely a public interest 

in Courts not being drawn into insoluble disputes and in encouraging parties to clarify 

their true agreement.  

 

7. Secondly, his Honour referred (at [58]) to the recognition that good faith was part of 

the law of performance of contracts in the Court of Appeal decisions  Renard 

Constructions (ME) Pty Ltd v Minister for Public Works  (1992) 26 NSWLR 234 at 

263-270; Hughes Bros Pty Ltd v Trustees of the Roman Catholic Church for the 

Archdiocese of Sydney (1993) 31 NSWLR 91; Burger King Corporation v Hungry 

Jack’s Pty Ltd (2001) 69 NSWLR 558 at 565-574 [141]-[187]; and Alcatel Australia 

Ltd v Scarcella (1998) 44 NSWLR 349 at 363-369. His Honour referred to Alcatel 

where it was said (at 369): “The decisions in Renard Constructions and Hughes Bros 

mean that in New South Wales a duty of good faith, both in performing obligations 

and exercising rights, may by implication be imposed upon parties as part of a 

contract. There is no reason why such a duty should not be implied as part of this 

lease.” 
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8. His Honour also referred (at [59]) to cases in other jurisdictions where an implied 

contractual obligation of good faith had been recognised such as Hughes Aircraft 

Systems International v Airservices Australia (1997) 146 ALR 1 at 36-37; Far 

Horizons Pty Ltd v McDonald’s Australia Ltd [2000] VSC 310; Garry Rogers 

Motors (Aust) Pty Ltd v Subaru (Aust) Pty Ltd (1999) ATPR 41-703 at p 43,014 

[34]-[35]. At the same time his Honour recognised that the notion of an implied 

contractual obligation of good faith had been viewed with some considerable caution 

or doubt in other cases most notably Gummow J’s decision in Service Station 

Association Ltd v Berg Bennett & Associates Pty Ltd (1993) 45 FCR 84 at 91-98 and 

the High Court’s obiter remarks in Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust v 

South Sydney City Council (2002) 76 ALJR 436 at [40], [88] and [155].  

 

9. Indeed, his Honour accepted (at [61]) that many issues arise in respect of any 

implication (whether as a matter of fact or by law) of any term requiring performance 

of a contract in good faith, or the exercise of contractual rights in good faith, and that 

it was not appropriate to explore such issues in the particular case where there was an 

express clause as part of a dispute resolution clause. 

 

10. The third, and clearly most influential reason for upholding the clause was that his 

Honour felt able to give the clause content as appears from the following remarks. His 

Honour said at [65]: “An obligation to undertake discussions about a subject in an 

honest and genuine attempt to reach an identified result is not incomplete. It may be 

referable to a standard concerned with conduct assessed by subjective standards, but 

that does not make the standard or compliance with the standard impossible of 

assessment. ... Honesty is such a standard … The assertion that each party has an 

unfettered right to have regard to any of its own interests on any basis begs the 

question as to what constraint the party may have imposed on itself by freely entering 

into a given contract.”   

 

11. At [73] and [74] his Honour said: “These are not empty obligations; nor do they 

represent empty rhetoric. An honest and genuine approach to settling a contractual 

dispute, giving fidelity to the existing bargain, does constrain a party. The constraint 

arises from the bargain the parties have willingly entered into. It requires the honest 

and genuine assessment of rights and obligations and it requires that a party 
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negotiate by reference to such. A party, for instance, may well not be entitled to 

threaten a future breach of contract in order to bargain for a lower settlement sum 

than it genuinely recognises as due. That would not, in all likelihood, reflect a fidelilty 

to the bargain. A party would not be entitled to pretend to negotiate, having decided 

not to settle what is recognised to be a good claim, in order to drive the other party 

into an expensive arbitration that it believes the other party cannot afford. If a party 

recognises, without qualification, that a claim or some material part of it is due, 

fidelity to the bargain may well require its payment. That, however, is only to say that 

a party should perform what it knows, without qualification, to be its obligations 

under a contract. Nothing in cl 35.11 prevents a party, not under such a clear 

appreciation of its position, from vindicating its position by self-interested discussion 

as long as it is proceeding by reference to an honest and genuine assessment of its 

rights and obligations. It is not appropriate to multiply examples. It is sufficient to say 

that the standard required by the notion of genuineness and good faith within a 

process of otherwise tactical and self-interested behaviour (negotiation) is rooted in 

the honest and genuine views of the parties about their existing bargain and the 

controversy that has arisen in connection with it within the limits of a clause such as 

cl 35.1. … With respect to those who assert to the contrary, a promise to negotiate 

(that is to treat and discuss) genuinely and in good faith with a view to resolving 

claims to entitlement by reference to a known body of rights and obligations, in a 

manner that respects the respective contractual rights of the parties, giving due 

allowance for honest and genuinely held views about those pre-existing rights is not 

vague, illusory or uncertain. It may be comprised of wide notions difficult to falsify. 

However, a business person, an arbitrator or a judge may well be able to identify 

some conduct (if it exists) which departs from the contractual norm that the parties 

have agreed, even if doubt may attend other conduct. If business people are prepared 

in the exercise of their commercial judgement to constrain themselves by reference to 

express words that are broad and general, but which have sensible and ascribable 

meaning, the task of the Court is to give effect to, and not to impede, such solemn 

express contractual provisions. It may well be that it will be difficult, in any given 

case, to conclude that a party has not undertaken an honest and genuine attempt to 

settle a dispute exhibiting a fidelity to the existing bargain. In other cases, however, 

such a conclusion might be blindingly obvious. Uncertainty of proof, however, does 

not mean that this is not a real obligation with real content.” 
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12. Such an analysis of the content of the duty raises truly difficult issues. For example, 

negotiation involves tactics. What is the content of an obligation of honesty in 

negotiation? On one view, true honesty would oblige negotiating parties to disclose 

their bottom line positions immediately or to indicate all of the qualifications 

contained in any legal advice proffered in support of a negotiating party’s position. 

Anything less could fairly regarded as something short of honesty. Half truths are not 

countenanced in statutes dealing with misleading conduct. Yet, in a negotiation, for 

example, in putting forward an argument or position should the negotiating party 

disclose that his or her lawyer has said the argument has only a fifty-fifty chance of 

success? Does the client have to indicate his or her degree of confidence in the 

lawyer? What if the negotiations are conducted by the lawyer? What constraints apply 

to the lawyer in terms of expressing arguable versus strongly held opinions? The 

potential for reopening disputes resolved by negotiation on the basis of subsequently 

discovered true positions of negotiating parties would appear to be real and run 

counter to the object of a mechanism designed to finally resolve disputes.  

 

13. If the effect of the clause is simply that a negotiating party shall not mislead an 

opposing party, the content becomes little different to the law of deceit or misleading 

conduct. The obligation is not to act honestly, it is an obligation of good faith, which 

must mean something more.  

 

14. The decision is of significant authority. It is not the subject of an appeal and will 

undoubtedly govern or at least be highly influential when it comes to contracts 

containing express good faith clauses in NSW until the High Court speaks on the 

issue. 

 

15. Yet, at the end of the day, enforcement of an obligation in a contract to negotiate in 

good faith is most unlikely to produce any practical result. In Rail Corp  the issue was 

important to the real issue, namely the enforceability of the arbitration clause in the 

contract.  

 

16. Of potentially wider significance, is the impact of the decision on the vexed question 

of the extent to which an obligation to act in good faith may be implied into a contract 
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and in particular a commercial contract. The circumstance in which it most often 

arises for debate is where there is an unqualified right in a contract in one party to 

terminate an agreement or exercise some other significant power.  

 

17. Three approaches to the implied contractual obligation of good faith are available: the 

first is to proceed on the basis that every contract contains an implied obligation on all 

contracting parties to act in good faith; the second is to accept that an obligation of 

good faith can be implied in some circumstances depending on the nature and terms of 

the contract and depending on the content of the putative obligation of good faith; and 

the third is to dismiss the possibility of such an implication having regard, primarily, 

to the indeterminate nature of the content of such a term and to the fact that there are 

other legal remedies which are available in at least some of the circumstances which 

the implied obligation is alleged to address.  

 

18. So far as the first approach is concerned, namely that all contracts contain an implied 

obligation on parties to act in good faith, a chief proponent has been Finn J of the 

Federal Court. Drawing in part on US authority, his Honour concluded in Hughes 

Aircraft Systems International v Airservices Australia (1997) 76 FCR 151 at 192-

193 that an obligation to act in good faith ought to be implied in all contracts. That 

universal approach has been treated with considerable caution by subsequent courts. It 

is not an approach which has been adopted generally, as his Honour himself later 

recognised in GEC Marconi Systems Pty Ltd v BHP Information Technology Pty 

Ltd (2003) 128 FCR 1 at [920]. 

19. There is no authority which binds the NSW Supreme Court to the effect that there is 

an implied duty owed by parties to all contracts to act fairly or in good faith, being a 

duty which is implied as a matter of law without any need to satisfy the usual tests for 

implying a term into a contract on an ad hoc basis. Such a universally implied duty 

was squarely rejected by Gummow J in Service Station Association Ltd v Berg 

Bennett & Associates Ltd (1993) 45 FCR 84 at 96-97. No Full Court of the Federal 

Court has adopted the approach of Finn J. A universal implied duty was rejected by 

the Victorian Court of Appeal in Esso Australia Resources Pty Ltd v Southern 

Pacific Petroleum NL [2005] VSCA 228 at [25] per Buchanan JA, Osborn AJA and 

Warren CJ agreeing and by a Full Court of the Tasmanian Supreme Court in Tote 
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Tasmania Pty Ltd v Garrott [2008] TASSC 86 at [16] per Tennent J, Buchanan JA 

and Mandie J.  

20. In Service Station Association Ltd v Berg Bennett & Associates Ltd (1993) 45 FCR 

84 at 96-97 Gummow J said the following in rejecting the general implication of such 

a term after referring to US authority which recognised such a term: “Anglo-

Australian contract law as to the implication of terms has heretofore developed 

differently, with greater emphasis upon specifics, rather than the identification of a 

genus expressed in wide terms. Equity has intervened in matters of contractual 

formation by the remedy of rescission, upon the grounds mentioned earlier. It has 

restrained freedom of contract by inventing and protecting the equity of redemption, 

and by relieving against forfeitures and penalties. To some extent equity has regulated 

the quality of contractual performance by the various defences available to suits for 

specific performance and for injunctive relief. In some, but not all, of this, notions of 

good conscience play a part. But it requires a leap of faith to translate these well-

established doctrines and remedies into a new term as to the quality of contractual 

performance, implied by law. … The implication of a term by operation of law, 

applicable across the whole spectrum of the law of contract, is a major step. Further, 

in deciding to take any such step it is now idle to speak to "the law of contract" 

without a real appreciation of the deep impact in Australia of various statutory 

regimes, one of which, of course, gives rise to a most substantial body of work in this 

Court, and has done so now for many years.”  

21. In New South Wales, a Court of Appeal comprised by Sheller, Giles and Ipp JJA 

rejected the proposition that such a duty is an ordinary incident of every commercial 

contract in Vodafone Pacific Ltd v Mobile Innovations Ltd [2004] NSWCA 15 at 

[189], referring to Burger King Corporation v Hungry Jack's Pty Ltd (2001) 69 

NSWLR 558 at [166] and [167]-[186]. The Vodafone court was constituted 

differently to the Rail Corp court. One could not preclude the possibility of a Rail 

Corp constituted Court taking the same leap of (good) faith as Finn J.  

22. The occasion for determining the question did not arise in Royal Botanic Gardens 

and Domain Trust v South Sydney City Council [2002] 186 ALR 289 at [40], 

however Kirby J noted the difficulty of universal implication of such a duty in the 
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face of the clear authorities requiring the satisfaction of established tests for the 

implication of a term of a contract (at [88]).   

23. There are a number of statements in authorities to the effect that the law as to any 

implication of a duty of good faith in Australian contract law is unsettled: Allphones 

Retail Pty Limited v Hoy Mobile Pty Ltd [2009] FCAFC 85 at [4], citing GEC 

Marconi Systems Pty Ltd v BHP Information Technology Pty Ltd (2003) 128 FCR 1 

at [920]; United Group Rail Services Limited v Rail Corporation New South Wales 

[2009] NSWCA 177 at [61].  However, the clear weight of authority in Australia is 

that the universal implication of a duty of good faith and fair dealing in all contracts, 

and in particular all commercial contracts, has not been accepted. It is submitted that 

this approach accords with established principle as Gummow J observed in Service 

Station Association Ltd v Berg Bennett & Associates Ltd. 

24. Rather, referring now to the second approach, whether or not any term to act in good 

faith should be implied in a particular contract requires satisfaction of the usual test of 

implication of a contractual term. In particular, consideration of the nature of the 

contract and the expressed terms of the contract is essential. 

25. Thus, it has been held that any implied duty of good faith can be excluded. In GSA 

Group v Siebe Plc (1993) 30 NSWLR 573 Rogers CJ Comm D refused to incorporate 

an obligation of good faith into the contract because the parties were commercial 

entities of equal bargaining power and “able to look after their own interests”.  In 

Vodafone Pacific Ltd v Mobile Innovations Ltd [2004] NSWCA 15 Giles JA (with 

whom the other members of the Court agreed) excluded the operation of an implied 

term of good faith and reasonableness where the discretion conferred was absolute in 

contrast to other clauses expressly requiring reasonable behaviour and good faith, 

implied terms were expressly excluded and there was an entire agreement clause.   

26. In Vodafone Pacific Ltd v Mobile Innovations Ltd [2004] NSWCA 15 Giles JA 

observed that before one can sensibly determine whether to imply the existence of an 

obligation of good faith into a contract, one must have regard to the putative content 

of the alleged obligation (at [192]). Similarly, in Alcatel Australia Ltd v Scarcella 

(1998) 44 NSWLR 349 at 368 Sheller JA (with whom the other members of the Court 

agreed) posited as a potentially relevant circumstance for the implication of a fetter on 
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the exercise of a power as being the existence of a power which was “wider than 

necessary for the legitimate interests of” a contracting party. That passage was 

referred to with approval by the Court of Appeal in Burger King Corporation v 

Hungry Jack's Pty Ltd  (2001) 69 NSWLR 558 at [155].  

27. Part of the real difficulty with satisfying the test as to whether a term should be 

implied is understanding the content of the term which is to be implied.  

 

28. For a term to be implied, the following conditions (which may overlap) must be 

satisfied: (1) it must be reasonable and equitable; (2) it must be necessary to give 

business efficacy to the contract, so that no term will be implied if the contract is 

effective without it; (3) it must be so obvious that “it goes without saying”; (4) it must 

be capable of clear expression; (5) it must not contradict any express term of the 

contract: BP Refinery (Westernport) Pty Ltd v Shire of Hastings (1977) 180 CLR 

266 at 283.   

29. In Burger King Corporation v Hungry Jack's Pty Ltd (2001) 69 NSWLR 558 the 

Court of Appeal referred to the observation of Sir Anthony Mason in his 1993 

Cambridge Lecture (see now (2000) 116 LQR 66 at 69) that the good faith obligation 

"embraced no less than three related notions" being: "(1) an obligation on the parties 

to co-operate in achieving the contractual objects (loyalty to the promise itself); (2) 

compliance with honest standards of conduct; and (3) compliance with standards of 

conduct which are reasonable having regard to the interests of the parties." 

 

30. However, as Barrett J observed in Overlook Management BV  v Foxtel Management 

Pty Ltd  [2002] NSWSC 17 at [64], the first of those notions overlaps an existing 

recognised implied term. As the High Court re-affirmed in Peters (WA) Ltd v 

Petersville Ltd (2001) 205 CLR 126 Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Kirby and Hayne JJ said 

at [36]: "The law already implies an obligation by the respondents to do all such 

things as are necessary on their part to enable Peters WA to have the benefit of those 

licence arrangements. [Butt v McDonald (1896) 7 QLJ 68 at 70-71; Secured Income 

Real Estate (Australia) Ltd v St Martins Investments Pty Ltd (1979) 144 CLR 596 at 

607-608]. It is not now necessary to consider the basis of the implication. The law 

also implies a negative covenant not to hinder or prevent the fulfilment of the purpose 
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of the express promises made in Art 5. [Shepherd v Felt and Textiles of Australia Ltd 

(1931) 45 CLR 359 at 378]." In Rail Corp Allsop P at [72] supported his view that the 

obligation of good faith encompassed an obligation of fidelity to the bargain by 

reference the existing Secured Income obligation. 

 

31. However, if the first of the three notions contained in the notion of good faith is 

already implied, that aspect of the term cannot qualify as necessary to be implied to 

give the contract business efficacy.   

 

32.  The second aspect of the implied term, namely compliance with honest standards of 

conduct, runs into the difficulty observed by Gummow J in Service Station v Berg, 

namely the question of implication of terms into a contract must occur in the context 

of the existing suite of statutes and remedies which already exist. In circumstances 

where there are statutory obligations not to engage in misleading conduct in trade or 

commerce, it is difficult to see that an equivalent obligation needs as a matter of 

course to be implied into a contract. Similarly the law of deceit has always protected 

against dishonest conduct causing loss.  

  

33. The third aspect of the duty namely compliance with standards of conduct which are 

reasonable having regard to the interests of the parties, suffers from the difficulty that 

it introduces a concept of reasonableness. This is a departure from notions of honesty. 

Rather, the conduct of a contracting party in exercising its contractual rights may be 

judged not by reference to what it honestly believes it is entitled to do but by reference 

to a non-specific standard of reasonableness. Contracting parties negotiate to include  

constraints on each other for the very reason that an expectation of a party acting 

reasonably without contractual constraint is a recipe for disappointment.  

 

34. Ultimately, Barrett J in Overlook v Foxtel [2002] NSWSC 17 at [61] – [84], after an 

analysis of both Australian and US authority, concluded that the good faith obligation 

devolved to eschewing bad faith.  
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35. Whatever good faith means, it is well-established that the obligation will not restrain a 

party from acting in pursuit of its own legitimate commercial interests, provided it 

does not act capriciously or for an extraneous purpose: see Alcatel Australia Ltd v 

Scarcella (1998) 44 NSWLR 349 at 368 per Sheller JA; Garry Rogers Motors (Aust) 

Pty Ltd v Subaru (Aust) Pty Ltd [1999] FCA 903 at [37] per Finkelstein J; Far 

Horizons Pty Ltd v McDonald’s Australia Ltd [2000] VSC 310 at [119] – [131] per 

Byrne J; Overlook v Foxtel [2002] NSWSC 17 at [61] – [84] per Barrett J.  

36. The notion that a contracting party is not entitled to act capriciously is attended with 

difficulty. For example, a clause permitting one party or either party to terminate a 

contract without cause, by its nature is such that no reason need be given. To fetter 

such an unqualified right with an obligation to have a good reason is odd. Further, 

what constitutes a good reason is open to enormous debate. Why is it not a sufficient 

reason that the party simply does not want to be a party to the contract anymore? 

Business persons often act capriciously, on gut instinct and on whims. They are often 

the most successful. Similar remarks may be made as to the attempt to exclude 

extraneous purposes. If one has a right to terminate an agreement, it is difficult to 

know what constitutes an extraneous purpose? In one sense, any purpose of 

termination is extraneous to the purpose of the contract.  

 

37. The debates which can arise as to the content of implied terms generally is 

demonstrated by the Court of Appeal’s decision in  Renard Constructions (ME) Pty 

Ltd v Minister for Public Works (1992) 26 NSWLR 234, where the issue was the 

validity of a principal’s exercise of a power under a building contract to take over 

from the contractor the whole or any part of the work upon the principal not being 

satisfied as to why the power should not be exercised after the contractor’s response to 

a show cause notice. All three members of the Court agreed that there had not been an 

effective exercise of power by the principal but by slightly different routes. Priestley 

JA thought that the power was subject to an implied obligation of good faith which 

had been breached. Meagher JA thought that the principal’s satisfaction had to be 

bona fide and it was not. Handley JA thought that the principal’s satisfaction, as a 

matter of construction had to be both honest (ie bona fide) and reasonable. The 

approaches of both Meagher JA and Handley JA fall short of implying an obligation 

of good faith. The decision serves to demonstrate that the need for an implied 
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obligation of good faith may be illusory. There are a number of more orthodox routes 

to a similar result, routes which provoke less uncertainty. 

 

38. Equity intervenes where there is unconscionable conduct. Such conduct can arise in 

the exercise of a contractual power as exemplified by Stern v McArthur (1988) 165 

CLR 489 where the High Court held that it was unconscionable for vendors of land to 

insist on their contractual rights to terminate the contract for sale in event of default in 

instalment payments in circumstances where the purchasers had been permitted to 

enter upon the land and build a house.  

 

39. Another similar source of relief is the law of estoppel. If a party to a contract has been 

led to believe to its detriment that the other party will not exercise its strict contractual 

rights, equity can intervene to prevent the exercise of the contractual rights in 

accordance with their terms.  

 

40. The proponents of the implied obligation of good faith assert that such equitable relief 

is too limited. That may well be so.  

 

41. However, the price of the nebulous and wraith like good faith obligation may be 

higher.  

 

42. Regardless, the implied obligation of “good faith” and debates concerning its 

implication and content will continue until the High Court seizes the opportunity to 

put it out of its misery or enshrine it after the fashion of the NSW Court of Appeal’s 

decision in Rail Corp.  


